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                                    SURVIVAL, ESCAPE AND EVASION

It was the third time we were to endure this tedious experience, but this one started out

on a perilously ominous note.

Prior to departure by bus from Shearwater for the Army base at Camp Gagetown, NB,

on this June day in 1961, our XO, Lcdr [Iron Mike] Langman's briefing was pithy and

succinct.

This is to be a no nonsense learning experience, he warned. We were to subordinate

ourselves to the Army which was given a free hand in disciplinary matters, and then

focusing expressly on Charlie Poirier and me, he specified that this time there would

be zero tolerance for any departures from protocol with severe consequences for any

violations.

Mike had good reason to fixate on the two of us since we were part of a group of five

responsible for the cancellation of the last survival exercise which was held the

previous spring in Nova Scotia, shortly after we joined 880 Squadron fresh from flight

training.

Eager to start flying in an operational squadron, we were most disappointed that we

first had to submit to this drudgery, especially since we had all recently undergone a

survival course in the Training Command in Texas.  

That was the course during which Charlie Poirier and I learned a most valuable lesson.

We discovered the power of smuggled food!

Taking advantage of the patchwork of pockets supplied with our flight suits, we were



able to stow a fairly copious selection of items chosen for their compactness and

caloric content.

Packets of dried soup, coffee, sugar, candy bars and cheese constituted the primary

ingredients, but the nutritional value of this illegal provender was eclipsed in

importance by the boost it gave to our morale.

Trying to beat the system was an ever present temptation. 

This opportunity was irresistible.

When the two USN companions who made up our foursome learned of this, they were

at first appalled!

Under no circumstances would they ever have considered fudging in this manner.

However, as the day progressed, our willingness to share our contraband had a

salubrious effect on their outrage. The unexpected result was our discovery that, in

return for a modest handout, they would eagerly perform our share of all the menial

chores like chopping firewood and constructing shelters. 

The next day we knew their conversion was complete from the merciless derision

which they directed at the neighbouring camps for their repulsive diet of snakes,

rodents and tree bark tea.

 Armed with the lessons of that experience, we approached our first 880 assignment as

a challenge to our ingenuity. 

Though we were facing four days in a savagely inhospitable environment, on close

examination we recognized several conditions distinctly in our favour.

To begin with, the assigned place of our ordeal was an accessible 15 miles inland from

one of our favourite recreational destinations, the charming sea side village of Chester.  

                                                                                        

To take advantage of this, we would need cash.

In spite of the fact that we were promised an air drop of food to be delivered on the

third day by the utility squadron, VU32, we dismissed this as a blatant lie and decided

to provision for the entire length of stay.
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Our suspicions were fuelled by a well travelled anecdote pertaining to a previous

group who were similarly to have been recipients of such a Samaritan gesture.

In that case, the promised canister was first of all inconsiderately dropped on the

opposite shore of the lake. Anyone familiar with virgin Nova Scotia bush will

understand that the only possible way to retrieve it was to swim for it.

Accordingly, several semi starved survivors desperately braved the frigid waters and

eventually succeeded in dragging it to camp. 

The canister cover then proved to be hermetically soldered in place, and to pry it open

required an hour of frenzied, collective determination.

The contents which eventually spilled out before the crews' half crazed eyes revealed

an offering fresh from Benny Milhomme's Eastern Passage farm in the form of a fertile

mix of the results of both bovine and porcine digestion.

This fiendish trick spawned the idea of a prank we concocted some time later whilst

embarked in Bonnie. 

We had been operating with an RN sub, HMS ALDERNEY, whose mission was to

provide our ships and aircraft with a target on which we could practice anti submarine

tactics.

This assignment obliged the unfortunate sailors to spend epochs at sea, prisoners of

their fettered libidos.

Their only contact with civilization was a weekly mail delivery air dropped to them by

one of the squadron Trackers.

When a lamentable plea from these reluctant hermits begging for some pictorial

evidence of the continued existence of the female sex reached our squadron, we were

pleased to oblige.



Accompanying the next mail delivery was a selection of Penthouse and Playboy

magazines.

How we wished we could have been there to witness their expressions when, ravenous

with lust, they ripped into the contents to discover each delectably succulent Pet or

Bunny tantalizingly scissored out along the contours, and just to cap this outrage, all

joke captions were neatly blacked out.

But back to our inaugural Nova Scotian survival exercise.                                 

We disembarked from the bus in a chilly drizzle and followed the CPO in charge along

a trail which led to the survival area.

The first day was spent building shelters, collecting firewood and generally pretending

to be interested while surreptitiously munching on our smuggled grub.

By the end of the second day the allure of this exercise suffered a significant setback

causing us to contemplate an escape. 

There were six of us who, in great secrecy, formed the escape committee. 

Although we assured him no tunnelling would be required, our notoriously lethargic

friend Larry Washbrook decided it took less effort simply to stay behind, which left

Bob Edey, Bill Nash, Dave Matheson, Charlie Poirier and me.

Under the pretext of departing on a foraging expedition, we left the camp mid morning

and hiked out to the road. 

Our plans were not rigorously conceived, - a quick trip to the Chester pub, provided

we could get a ride, would have satisfied our ambitions, after which we’d catch a cab

and be back in time for supper.

As luck would have it, it wasn't long before a truck pulled up alongside and a curious

farmer, intrigued by our attire, enquired if he could be of help. 

Indeed he could, we replied, and it wasn't long before we were basking in the friendly

atmosphere of the hospitable local watering hole.

Sometime during the afternoon’s revelry, I suddenly remembered that this was the
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Saturday when a lady friend of mine, whose parents owned an impressive mansion

nearby, was hosting a garden party to which I had regretfully declined an invitation

due to the conflicting dates of the survival course.

What an opportunity to spring on her the unexpected pleasure of a surprise arrival, and

to introduce her to some of my closest friends.

The elite of Chester, costumed respectably in summer pastels, punch glasses in hand,

grazed gracefully on the tapestry of selected hors d'oeuvres when we arrived. 

On retrospect, a regiment of Genghis Khan's Cossacks could not have made a more

startling impression. 

Neither rape nor pillage was on our minds, however, as we turned our attention to the

freely available food and liquour, after which we proceeded to enthral the company

with our ever mounting charm, blithely unaware that our high decibel loquacity and

the bouquet of our smoke saturated flying suits appeared to evoke an unfavourable

effect. 

As the evening progressed, the chief threat perceived by our hostess was the growing

possibility that we might soon show an irresistible inclination to bivouac in her house.

To forestall this, she made it indisputably clear that it would be socially unacceptable

for us to refuse her offer to deliver us to an address of our choice in the village.

Thankfully, the persuasiveness of her argument, bolstered by several guests who had

pointedly driven up in their cars, succeeded to penetrate to our gentlemanly core. 

Gracefully we acquiesced, but in the process of executing our out routine, we managed

to persuade Nash to vault a hedge, which though only an innocent 3 feet in height

from the garden, concealed an 8 foot drop to the pavement on the other side.        

                                              

Collecting his shattered remains, we permitted ourselves to be delivered to a motel and

continued our survival training in a rented room. 

We awoke mid morning seriously mystified by our head count which repeatedly



revealed an absence of one. The riddle wasn't resolved until someone looked into the

bathroom where, blissfully unconcerned, Nash dozed contentedly in the bath tub.  

It was time to consider our next move, the importance of which required that we give

it our undivided attention in the pub.

We were through the two pint stage of our deliberations when the door flew open

revealing the figure of the Chief Petty Officer in charge of the survival camp whose

body language testified to a high level of displeasure.

Politely but unambiguously, we were invited to follow the Chief past a group of

gaping locals to an awaiting bus which, to our surprise, already contained the

remainder of the survival course whose attitude toward us appeared equally hostile.

We soon learned that, because of our stunt, the course had been terminated and credit

would be withheld even from those who remained dutifully in camp.

So much for the fairness of military justice.

On arrival in Shearwater, we were confronted by Iron Mike who, given time to steep

himself in his role of the outraged XO, achieved peak form in delivering a shatteringly

exhaustive compendium listing the shortcomings of our collective character, and

condemned each of us to hand wash a Tracker. 

This was the event to which Lcdr Langman was alluding prior to our departure for

Camp Gagetown.

After a long bus trip we arrived in time for supper and a few drinks in the mess where

we socialized with the army officers who tomorrow would be our enemies. 

We were careful to avoid the word “Pongo” remembering the immortal way this was

brought to our attention by Vice Admiral “Scruffy” O'Brien when he said : “Due to the

pejorative nature of the expression, the practice of referring to Army Officers as

Pongos is to cease. From now on, Pongos will be referred to as Army Officers.”    

The briefing was scheduled for the following morning.
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Front row, L to R.  JOHN ROWLAND,  WALLY SCHROEDER, LES GRIMSON, BILL DAVIDSON, WHITEY

WILLIAMSON.

Second row, L to R. COLIN CRISP, [slightly hidden by John Rowland],  UNIDENTIFIED, ROBIN THOMS,

CHARLIE POIRIER, GEORGE PLAWSKI, STEVE QUEALE, MURRAY CALDWELL?

The army officer is unknown.

This exercise, we were told, would be composed of two phases; Survival and Evasion. 

The Survival portion would start when we were dropped off in foursomes at

prearranged intervals along the highway from where, in three days, we were to make

our way approximately 10 miles through the bush to a river which marked the starting

line for phase 2. 

 The Evasion phase would start at 8AM of the fourth day after we crossed the river

into hostile territory; we would henceforth become fair game for the Army whose

objective was to capture and deliver us as POW's to an internment camp.

Our objective was to elude capture and reach a farm house which was designated as

our safety zone. 



To orient ourselves during this adventure we were issued with a watch sized compass,

and thoughtfully provided with a hand drawn map which compressed the vastness of

this territory with breathtaking brevity to a post card sized page on which our

destination was helpfully marked by an encouragingly emphatic X.

The entire exercise reeked with the prospect of three days of drudgery followed by a

quick trip behind barbed wire.

Perhaps it was the bleakness of the outlook of our approaching travails which

prompted me to excuse myself from the classroom for a head call.

The direction required me to pass by the partly open door to the office of the Major

now conducting the briefing, where my attention was attracted to a neat stack of

folded papers on his desk. 

I sneaked in unnoticed and picked one up; I couldn't believe my eyes.

I was in possession of a recently minted large scale survey chart of the entire plateau

between St John and Fredericton, all 1100 square kilometers of it, which not only

depicted the mixed topography of Acadian forest, swamp and marshland, but most

importantly, in minutest detail, pinpointed trails, streams and even individual

buildings!

Unrepentant as a hedge fund manager, I tucked one of these priceless documents under

my flying suit and returned to class in time to hear the final warnings concerning the

severity of consequences attendant to being caught smuggling any forbidden items.

Luckily no search was made of our packs and pockets, which in the case of Charlie and

me would have revealed a considerable cache of cunningly stored comestibles as well

as a generous wad of folding money stuffed inside our socks. 

We were next divided into foursomes composed of two pilots and two naval

aircrewmen. 

The pairings were deliberately prearranged to ensure that Charlie and I were assigned

to different quads. 

This disposition, entirely antithetical to our plans, needed to be rectified.

This proved relatively easy since, as the sergeant in charge on the bus didn’t know us

personally, I was able to swap numbers with Charlie's designated partner. 
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When their number was called, Charlie and his group were understandably surprised to

see me disembark with them.

We saved the high fives till the bus was out of sight, and only then, with an

appropriately triumphant flourish, I produced the maps.

It was clear that the two Petty Officers comprising our group, well apprised of our

reputation, were already uncomfortable with the two of us being reunited, but the map

was the final straw.

Mincing no words, they unambiguously confessed their misgivings about sharing this

enterprise with us, and requested to continue on their own.

We readily agreed, bid them good luck and watched them disappear into the tangled

shrubbery.

We could now have a good look at the map. 

Our estimated position revealed a cross road a few miles further which led to a

scattering of houses along a railway track.

Although this direction was diametrically opposite to where we needed to go, we

decided it was well worth investigating.

We soon found ourselves in a tiny but thriving community, a significant attraction of

which was a railway station complete with two passenger wagons on the siding, but

most importantly, down the street, under a familiar chipped red and white Coca Cola

sign stood a veritable oasis in the form of a genuine country grocery store.

Since we could not be certain that our whereabouts would remain unreported, we

decided to keep a low profile, though a venture to the store presented a necessarily

acceptable risk.

The owner proved to be a cheerful herring choker with on Oromocto accent who asked

no questions though likely guessed our raison d'etre.

We were able to discard some of our less appetizing provisions in favour of fresh ham,



crusty rolls, cookies and ice cream, and passed a cozy and untroubled night in

respectful contemplation of our bush borne companions who, through their noble

suffering, were undoubtedly acquiring veritable layers of impressive character building

attributes.

In the interest of discretion, we decided to spend the next day away from the

community. Accordingly we packed a lunch, and having removed all traces of our brief

residency, set out for a stream where, deciding to honour the survival aspect of this

exercise, we applied ourselves to fishing.

It's easy to imagine our disappointment when, on return, we discovered that, with an

unforgivable lack of consideration, someone had hauled away our hotel.

We had no choice but to sacrifice both comfort and discreteness by moving into the

station. 

It was a cheerless, high ceilinged wood building whose indurate benches would assure

a wintery night, but at least we had a roof over our heads.

This arrangement would serve our immediate needs, but the time was at hand to start

planning how to position ourselves for the start of phase 2.

Our map revealed that the road which passed through the community continued in a

wide arc around the perimeter of Camp Gagetown where it doubled back to bisect it

conveniently along the very river which marked tomorrow's start.

In a direct line, we faced over ten miles of impenetrable thicket rendering a crossing

unthinkable.

We decided to present our problem to our friendly grocer.

Without hesitation, he proposed an elegant solution:

“Tomorrow night, when I close the store, I'll pick you up in my truck and drive you to

the river. It'll cost you ten bucks.” 

Delighted and vastly relieved, we spent lavishly on our dinner and next day's breakfast.

The station hotel proved to be a distinct 2 star drop from the vanished palace on

wheels, but we made up for it in the morning with an especially copious repast. 
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Filled to the gills, we paused for a moment of relaxation prior to setting out for the

trout stream when the silence was brusquely interrupted by a paralysing knock on the

door.

Short of breaking out through a side window, we were truly trapped, so resigned to our

fate, we unbolted the lock.

 Our gaze was met by the bulging contours of a white tablecloth covering a tray, nearly

concealing an elderly lady's apologetic face etched with motherly concern. 

“We've been watching you poor lads here for a couple of days, and knew you must be

very hungry, so I made you a little breakfast” she said unveiling her gift.

Speechlessly we watched as she revealed a platter of scrambled eggs with a mass of

crisp bacon, sausages and ham, stacks of pancakes and buttered toast accompanied by a

steaming pot of coffee.

“The syrup's real maple and the strawberry jam comes from fruit in my own garden”

she added reassuringly.

We stammered our thanks and proposed that if she'd point out her house, we would

return the dishes as soon as we finished, but she wouldn't hear of it; this lady was

determined to have the pleasure of witnessing the disposal of her lovingly prepared

confections, and settled in to watch.

And dispose of it we did!

Morsel by agonizing morsel, we swallowed and stuffed and poked and crammed, and

when we were ready to burst, we crammed some more, occasionally taking advantage

of a pause to affirm our entirely genuine appreciation of her thoughtful generosity, but

more precisely to buy time for our distended gut to try to find yet another wedge of

space for yet another mouthful.  

 

When our benefactor was finally content with the justice we paid to her offering, she

accepted our gratitude and departed.

Like beached whales we lay immobilized for the rest of the day.



Our transport was punctually ready at sundown.

The driver knew that the dot on our map, conveniently located next to a bridge, was an

abandoned barn and dropped us off accordingly.

The loft of this structure contained an abundance of old newspapers which made for

interesting candle light reading and served reasonably well as bedding.

We awoke in the morning energized with purpose.

We'd had a clear view of the bridge all morning and our vigil allayed any suspicions

that it might be guarded.

At exactly eight o'clock we raced across it, and avoiding the main roads by keeping

entirely to the well marked trails, by noon we were deep in the heart of Pongoland. 

Since it was too far to try for our sanctuary that day, we decided to investigate what

appeared on our map to be a building on a lake.

This turned out to be an abandoned trapper's cabin which, in retrospect, with some

intervention from Martha Stewart, could easily have served as the primary location for

the filming of “On Golden Pond”. 

We lit a fire, hung our long johns out to dry and prepared for a relaxed afternoon when

we heard the unmistakeable sound of approaching R1820's, -  and suddenly it was

overhead, a VU32 machine making a low pass directly over our tell-tale smoke.

Suspicions confirmed! We'd always known those utility layabouts were stewing in ill

disguised envy of us operational types across the tarmac, and now the turncoats have

been co-opted to act on behalf of the enemy!

We could just see those swine gleefully reporting our position to the Pongos who'd be

swarming all over us in no time.*{see NOTE at the end}

Quickly burning the used portion of our map, we doused the fire, donned our still wet

gear and high tailed it into the bush.

Evidently we fooled those khaki hordes, for by evening, still undiscovered, we were

nearing the perimeter of the safe haven.
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Deciding to make our penetration at dawn, we settled down to an uncomfortable night.

At daybreak, a porcupine in a nearby tree watched us eat breakfast after which we

buried all unconsumed food and non issue items, burned the remainder of the map and

moved into position to reconnoitre our destination.

Our objective, situated approximately 300 yards across a field, was composed of a farm

house, some outbuildings and a barn.

We remained in place for over an hour during which one army vehicle departed along a

road to our right, and only an occasional Pongo was seen going about some mundane

chore.

Bisecting the field before us was a ditch which led directly to the compound.

Although this provided good cover from the road, anyone looking along its length

would have us in clear view.

This was our only means of approach so we began the long crawl, freezing in place

whenever we observed activity.

The ditch ended some 20 yards from the barn to which we sprinted unobserved.

Secure in the knowledge that we'd achieved our goal, we now openly crossed the yard

and entered the house.

An Army Captain reading a paper at the kitchen table looked up at us in round eyed

disbelief.

“Navy Lieutenants Poirier and Plawski from the survival group requesting transport to

the officers' mess!” we reported with undisguised hauteur.

He bolted upright and after stammering some inarticulate congratulations called a name

and a soldier appeared. 

After ordering breakfast and coffee, he grabbed a portable phone and departed. The

fresh brew was welcome after days of Nescafe warmed up over a sterno can, as was the

hot breakfast which followed.   



Soon our Captain returned with an altered demeanour, breezy as a freshly confessed

acolyte.

After fussily apologizing for the bit of delay, he assured us that all arrangements for

our transportation were being punctiliously addressed.

We had reason to feel pleased with ourselves, and our self congratulatory mood was

further enhanced when he informed us that we were - so far - the only successful

escapees. 

It wouldn't be long before we understood the portent of the phrase:  “so far”. 

Presently a jeep arrived, and the driver, with a crisp salute, escorted us on board. 

Not to be outdone, the Captain, now excessively obsequious, chopped one off with

such exuberant panache, that when his foot thundered to the ground and his arm

windmilled to his cap to deliver a quivering hand to the brim, we barely restrained the

reflex to duck. 

Safely in the jeep, we luxuriated in the vision of a shower and cold beer, not

necessarily in that order.

We took little notice of the army half ton ahead, but as we approached, we saw that it

was parked sideways, totally blocking the road.

The moment we stopped, four fully armed Pongos raced up to our jeep, and

announcing that we were all captured, ordered us, including our driver, into the back. 

With a warning that we were not to speak, two of them got into the cab while the other

two followed in the commandeered jeep.

This was not the time to dwell on the abrogation of accepted rules of engagement, so

each of us silently considered his options.

As usual, it was Charlie's ever alert brain which spotted the opportunity.

There was no partition between the front seat and us.

I suddenly sensed that Charlie was examining something about the soldier in the

passenger seat. Following his gaze, I saw the object of his interest. It was a flare

canister which protruded from a special pocket in the webbing, high up on his

shoulder. Overlapping it was a strap secured to the side with a snap.  

Instantly I understood what was in his mind, so as Charlie shifted his position as if to
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rest his elbow on the back of the seat, I moved over to block the jeep driver's view

because only the devil knew what his role was in this affair.

With his hand inching closer to his target, several attempts had to be aborted as the

fellow readjusted his position, but now the hand was there, hovering like a kite, and in

the blink of an eye Charlie popped the snap, then with his finger through the ring and

the flare shoved into the driver's temple he hollered - “Stop or you're dead”!

At this range, the flare would indeed have been lethal, but the soldiers' instructions

clearly forbade them to die. 

Stop they did, but now the four soldiers burst out of the vehicles like scalded hyenas,

and before we knew it, we were face down on the ground, then minus belts and boots

and with hands tied with shoelaces, we found ourselves unceremoniously back in the

truck with an armed guard apiece, and just for good measure, they tied up the jeep

driver as well. 

Why was this highjacking so elaborately staged?

Because what happened last year was not supposed to happen again. 

That was when Dave [the Wank] Matheson was captured during the night.

He was tied to a tree by the soldiers while they took a siesta around a bonfire leaving

their weapons unguarded.

Freeing himself from his fetters Dave crawled to the weapons and grabbing a gun

jumped the startled Pongos yelling “You are dead”! 

The act was honoured as fair play, Dave was duly delivered to the Officers' mess and

spent the rest of his stay in contented insobriety.

Unbeknown to us, this year’s orders stipulated that all of us were to undergo the POW

experience. 

Soon our trussed up trio was delivered to the camp. 

This consisted of a compound surrounded by barbed wire which encompassed some



stalag like shacks where, in the central clearing, our friends huddled in silent groups

performing demeaning tasks under the supervision of malevolent guards.

As soon as we were untied, we were informed that attempting to escape was a capital

offense.

The driver seemed to be implicated in our crime since all three of us were issued

shovels and ordered to dig a hole.

This task alone took well over an hour as the exhumed rocks needed to be piled into a

perfect pyramid under the critical eyes of the guards.

When this was completed, six armed soldiers led by an NCO trotted smartly onto the

field and formed up line abreast.

Charlie and I were forced to kneel while our erstwhile jeep driver was dragged in front

of the freshly dug hole and a mask was tied over his face.

The next orders made it clear we were about to witness an execution.

“SQUAD, LOAD! “

“SQUAD AIM!” 

“FIRE!'

A salvo echoed through the countryside, the jeep driver’s body jerked backward and

like a rag doll crumpled into the excavation.

Now the NCO unholstered a pistol and delivered the coup de grace.

.........yes, of course we knew all this was being staged, but we also know that Othello

does not murder Desdemona yet we are deeply affected by the experience.

Still in a state of shock, we were whisked into a hut and ordered to strip naked. 

Our possessions were then carefully itemized, and objects like knives, compasses and

can openers were confiscated “for the duration” for which we routinely signed a

receipt.
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A most disagreeably sleepless night characterised by repeated interrogations followed,

relieved only by a general brouhaha caused by Bob Ferguson who set off a bouquet of

perimeter flares in an unsuccessful attempt to escape.

Just before dawn, thoroughly exhausted, I was ushered into the office of a new

tormentor. 

Unlike the brutishly crass methods employed by the other interrogators, this one stood

up when I entered, offered to shake my hand and politely asked if I'd like a coffee. 

Nonplussed by my refusal, he enquired about my health, commiserated about the

shabby way we were being treated, asked me if I had a good relationship with my

squadron CO, and by the way, what was his name again?

I realized how dangerous this approach could be, but I was entirely unprepared for

what came next.

“And how is your father coping with his job as an interpreter in the Special Branch of

the RCMP?” he asked, - in perfect Polish!

Needless to say, I was decidedly stunned, yet at the same time genuinely impressed by

the professionalism and preparation of the Army Provost Corps.

In the morning we were herded in with the rest of the inmates.  

Forbidden to speak, we were all ordered to collect kindling and to light a fire.

From now on everything was done by numbers.

On the order “ONE!”  a kettle of water was placed on the fire.

On the order “TWO!” the top was opened on a can of wieners.

On the order “THREE!” the can was positioned near the fire, etc. 

Soon the aroma of warming wieners teased our senses, and we realized how famished

we'd become. 



We could scarcely imagine how the rest of the captives felt on their third day of this

barbarity, which came on top of the 3 days of survival.

A yell suddenly pierced the silence.

Everybody up and form ranks!

We fell in and observed as the guards approached the fires, spilled the water and

wieners into the embers and methodically trampled the lot into a smoky mess.

This was followed by a prolonged period of calisthenics and drill on the double.

Dizzy with fatigue, we were allowed a short rest.

In front of where Charlie and I sat lay a small log.

It was about 10 feet long and 6 inches in diameter.

We both looked at the log, then at each other, and in an instant of silent communication

possible only between people versed in a shared instinct for mayhem, we knew exactly

what to do.

We stood up smartly, approached the log, hoisted it on our shoulders, and infused with

obvious purpose marched it brazenly across the camp toward the main gate.

It was not unusual for prisoners to be assigned meaningless chores like this, hence we

remained unchallenged till we reached the sentry. 

Charlie was manning the front of the detachment.

“The Sergeant ordered us to dump this log outside. Open the gate!”  He commanded.

This put the guard in a visible quandary. His orders implacably forbade him to let

anyone out, yet Charlie's persuasive authority and the power of the title “Sergeant”

made him waver.

He moved uncertainly to the padlock, but his eyes feverishly scanned behind us

desperately seeking confirmation.

It came in the form of a murderous bellow from the Sergeant himself .
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“Don't you dare open that gate! You two report to me”. 

There ensued an unpleasantly spirited half hour which inspired the Sergeant to

choreograph a satanically inventive ballet consisting of a sequence of leaps and pas de

deux dominated by the central theme of the log.

“Ground log!”

“Pick up log!”

“Shoulder log!”

“ Overhead, lift!”

“Round the compound on the double!” etc.

 You get the picture.

Thankfully, this was the last day of this sport; the final act would consist of individual

de-briefings.

When my turn came, I was presented with a startling document.

It was in the form of a confession which stated that, though I had perpetrated atrocities

on a defenceless population, I personally regretted my actions and those of my

government, and to dispel any doubt about the authorship, there was my signature on

the bottom.

Of course!

The long ingrained habit of automatically signing for issued items had been my

undoing.

The official wind up of the adventure was celebrated that afternoon with the arrival of

the Commanding officer of Shearwater, Captain Pullen, along with the Commandant of

Camp Gagetown with his staff and assorted dignitaries.



We were paraded for their inspection still in the role of prisoners, but clearly we'd all

had enough.

In another case of wordless communication, Charlie and I sprang out of the ranks, and

leaping on some stacks of unburnt firewood, flung the pieces wildly in all directions at

the perimeter fence. We were soon joined by others, and the melee resulted in a

spectacular fireworks of bursting flares.

The brass had no choice but to accept this as a sign of unquenchable morale, and it was

in this spirit, showered and shaved, that we congregated in the bar.

We could finally share our stories with each other as well as with the army types so

recently our foes.

In the tract of a conversation with one of the latter, Steve Queale and I discovered that

the previous year, either in a gesture of friendship, or more likely if Scruffy O'Brien

had anything to do with it as a veiled comment on the Army's woeful lack of mobility,

the Bonaventure presented Camp Gagetown with the gift of a horse. 

Appropriately named Bonnie, this animal was pastured in a nearby meadow.  Since we

were all indirect contributors, we reasoned it was only appropriate that our gift should

be trotted out before this assembly.

Our army friend was quite happy to drive us to the corral and five minutes later we

were eye to eye with a large and friendly animal which readily accepted our

blandishments. 

Bonnie was accompanied by a smaller but equally amicable steed, and since they

appeared to be an item, we decided to invite them both. 

They docilely followed us through a gate onto the road, but obviously we weren't going

to lead our charges into the officers’  mess on foot.

Our entry should eclipse anything Roy Rogers ever did on Trigger, but first we needed

to find a way to get aboard.

The only possible method was to use the fence as a ladder.  With the steadying hand of

our Army ally, Steve clambered onto the back of the smaller animal, while I managed

to flop on to Bonnie, athwart-ships at first, but after a prolonged and undignified
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struggle, probably using the unfortunate beast's ears as handholds, I found myself

precariously astride.

OH MY GOD!

In a flash of sobriety which momentarily pierced the protective cloak of artificial

courage, I recognized that I was even less qualified for this command than I might have

been for its eponymous counterpart.

The truth was, I had never before ridden a horse, and had no clue how to drive one.

In the movies they always came equipped with saddles, spurs and reins, but what more

can you do with the mane than I was doing already, which was to feverishly entwine

my fingers in it and hang on for life. 

Steve ahead of me appeared to have his animal under control, and with no effort on my

part, Bonnie seemed willing to follow.

Presently, some unintentional alteration of my death grip must have triggered

something in the throttle mechanism. With a snort and an apparent nod of

understanding, Bonnie broke into a trot.

WHOA! I screamed, resorting to the only word I knew in Equestrian, but to no avail.

PLEEEEEEASE WHOA! I shrieked gripping her girth with my legs, but her trot only

quickened, and after a few more bounds I inevitably found myself on the asphalt on

which, with a heavy thud, I alighted butt first.

Though my bum hurt like hell, nothing seemed to be broken, while Bonnie's needlessly

unsubtle critique of my dismount became manifest in the form of a clutch of road

apples.

When Steve rode up, he correctly judged that I was poorly equipped to retain my

command and suggested we swap.

Regretfully I had to agree, so once again we led our mounts to a fence and scrambled

aboard.



Either due to his superior horsemanship or to my recent endeavours which succeeded

in breaking Bonnie's feral streak, Steve had no trouble in controlling his mount, so

playing Pancho to his Don Quixote, I obligingly followed him to the mess.

The sliding doors of the club were open and many of the celebrants were enjoying the

evening air on the lawn when we appeared.

The sensation caused by Lindbergh's landing in Le Bourget is dwarfed by the

exuberance precipitated by our arrival.

Curiously, the horses accepted the ovations in stride, and Bonnie fearlessly entered the

bar and would undoubtedly have enjoyed a trough full of beer if it wasn’t for her

hooves which began to slide on the wooden floor. 

Her distress spooked my horse, prompting me to bailout in my well practised manner,

which Steve felt prudent to imitate, and we all joined in to cheer the liberated fillies as

they galloped off into the night.

Needless to say, neither Steve nor I paid for a single drink the rest of the evening.

The party was a huge success, and any ill feelings between the forces engendered by

the simulated enmity of the past week vanished in a bacchanal of bonhomie.

The plan was to leave for Shearwater after breakfast.

Nobody looked forward to the morning arousal, but we were particularly unprepared to

be awakened well ahead of the scheduled time.

The word was passed that we were to proceed directly to the bus for immediate

departure.

What the hell’s going on? I wondered as I dragged my painfully blue backside out of

the sack.

Walter Schroeder, whose nick name was The Animal, was in charge of our group, and

as soon as he verified that we were all on board, stood up to address a highly pissed off

and hung over assemblage.
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The wisdom of his decision became clear when he explained the reason for the haste.

It turned out that the Commandant of Camp Gagetown was an uncommonly ardent

gardener.

The botanical domain outside his quarters, on which he lavished daily care, boasted a

rich selection of specimens both edible and ornamental.

Unfortunately, his passion was evenly matched by Bonnie and her companion; thus

Wally, no novice to the brutality of consequences, prudently chose to weather them

with the cushioning effect of distance.  

If nothing else, perhaps this narrative carries a moral which instructs that it's risky to

accept horses as gifts – for if you look deeply enough into their mouths, you are sooner

or later bound to discover their Trojan origins.

.......and If there is a post script to this tale, it might be the wish that, if Allan Snowie

ever chooses to re print his superb book, “The Bonnie”, on the page listing the CO’s,

he should consider mentioning that Steve Queale and I also shared in the distinct

privilege, albeit for a short but memorable time, of joining that hallowed group who

once commanded Bonnie. 

                   

    

 *NOTE

Many years later whiling away time on some tanker base I recounted this tale to my air

tanker pilot friend Linc Alexander.

When did this happen, he asked? June of 61, I replied.

He dug into his log book.

You won't believe this, he said, - I was in that Tracker - with Bert Jarrett!

My scepticism was understandable considering the source, but at the next Naval

Aviators’ Mess Dinner, Bert corroborated the facts.



It turned out that VU 32 Squadron dispatched Bert and Sid Fairbairn to Fredericton in a

Tracker to act as air safety numbers for the exercise.

After all, there was a lot of valuable expertise knocking around in the New Brunswick

bush, so their job was to fly patrols to watch for any signs of an emergency.

Linc, on the other hand, was flying a TBM on the budworm project.

When they met on the tarmac, it was a reunion of old friends since they had known

each other when they both served in the Air Force.

A patrol had been scheduled for the afternoon, which for Sid created an awkward

conflict with an invitation to play golf.

The convenient solution to this dilemma was to invite Linc to take his place and co-

pilot the mission.

Linc eagerly stepped into the role, and it was he who was enjoying a turn at the

controls when they unwittingly spooked Charlie and me from our bivouac.

They didn't see the long johns, they never saw the fire, and I wager that a football field

sized SOS illuminated with flares and runway approach lights would have remained

equally unnoticed. 

Thanks a lot, guys.  

George Plawski.

     

 

 

 

     

         


